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Effective Cognitive-Behavioural Therapy 
(CBT) Strategies and Resources for Helping 
Children and Youth Manage Anxiety

Dr. Kristin Buhr
Director – North Shore Stress & Anxiety Clinic

Emotional Wellness

The ability to successfully handle
life’s stressors and to adapt 
to change and difficult times 

Impact of Psychological Stressor
• Activates the body’s stress response in the same way 

as a physical threat

• Acute stress – wakes up the brain and body to take 
action; helps with performance

• Chronic stress - leads to greater reactivity and slower 
recovery from stress 

• Major strain on brain and body =                               = 
mental health issues

COVID-19 = Chronic Stress 
• Abrupt halt to “life as usual”

• Major (and on-going) life changes
-work, school, finances, routines, activities

• Social isolation

• Sense of loss

• Increased uncertainty

• Lack of control

• Increased fear and anxiety

What is anxiety? • Internal smoke alarm –
automatic response to threat

• Alerts us to danger and helps us 
protect ourselves

• Necessary for survival
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What happens when we’re anxious?
THOUGHTS:

What if it 
bites me?

BODY REACTIONS: 
heart beats faster, 
muscles tense

BEHAVIOURS: 
Run away

Potential Problems?
• Goes off in the absence 

of real danger

• Great for physical or 
immediate threats

• Not ideal for modern or 
continuous threats         
(COVID-19)

Many staff, students & parents are experiencing 
chronic stress and heightened anxiety. 

Anxiety is on a continuum

Is it a Problem?

• Frequent

• Intense

• Distressing

• Interferes

Specific Phobias
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Separation Anxiety Social Anxiety

Generalized Anxiety Panic

Agoraphobia Obsessive-Compulsive & Related Problems*
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Trauma & Stress Related Problems* Anxiety – The Facts!
• Anxiety is the most commonly diagnosed mental health condition for 

children, youth, and adults

• Approximately 6-20% of children/youth

• Increase in mental health issues since COVID-19

• High rate of comorbidity (another anxiety disorder, LD, depression)

• Untreated anxiety problems in childhood/adolescence - risk factor for 

depression, substance use issues and other problems in adulthood

DISCUSSION (breakout rooms):

1.What types of anxiety problems 
are students experiencing and 
what role is COVID-19 playing?   

2.What are you finding most 
challenging in your role this year?

Signs
Physical complaints 

(stomach aches, headaches, 
muscle tension)

Getting easily 
overwhelmed/panicky

Clinging/crying/
tantrums

Difficulty dealing 
With change/unfamiliar 

s ituations

Constant worry ing 
(expecting the 

worst)

Not wanting 
to try new 

things

Restless/on-edge

Signs

Missing school 

Frequent latenessAvoidance  
(places, people, 

s ituations)

ê Interest in extracurricular/
ê recreational activ ities

Quiet/Withdrawn
Irritability /Acting out 

“fight”

Use of safety 
behaviors

Decreased academic 
performanceProblems concentrating or 

paying attention

Perfectionist 
tendencies

Excessive checking or 
reassurance-seeking

Struggling to 
balance 

demands

Overly dependent 
on others (e.g., 

parents)

Signs
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Childhood/Adolescence

• Time of great change
• Emotional and physical changes
• Lots of transitions
• Developing identity
• Need for autonomy/Independence
• Peer acceptance
• Increased pressure and responsibility

School
• Social pressures/demands:

- Making friends and fitting in
- Managing conflict

• Learning:
- Navigating learning challenges

• Performance:
- Tests/assignments/projects
- Extracurricular activities

• Managing demands (school and home):
-Homework, friends, family, chores, extra-
curricular activities, social media

Chronic Stressor The Developing Brain

CBT Strategies 

Emotions

Physiology

Thoughts

Behaviours

I’ll say something 
stupid

Anxious

Racing heart, sweating, rapid 
breathing, muscle tension

Don’t say 
anything
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• Thoughts, emotions, body reactions, and behaviours are 
all interconnected

• Mind-body connection (how we treat our body affects our 
mental state and what we think and do affects our 
biological functioning)

• We have the most direct control over our thoughts 
(cognitions) and behaviours

• By changing how we think and how we behave, we can 
change how we feel

Cognitive-Behavioural Therapy (CBT) Anxiety 101

• Educate - Anxiety

• Emotions aren’t bad

• Help students identify/label 

emotions

• Lots of things we can do to  

manage our anxiety

Ways to talk about anxiety
• Language (scared, stressed)

• It makes complete sense!

• An overprotective friend

• Overactive smoke alarm

• Body doing the the right thing at 

the wrong time

• Bully - It pushes you around

Dealing with Problems/Stressors: P3

• Process
- Create space
- Validate and normalize 

• Problem-solve
- Focus on what you do have control over
- Brainstorm options/solutions

• Perspective
- Healthy and balanced way of thinking about 
the situation (be honest and encouraging rather 
than reassuring)

Healthy Self-Talk

• Thoughts are NOT facts

• Anxious/stressed = worst case scenario

• Do NOT believe everything you think

• Avoid “Thinking Pitfalls” (thinking patterns that fuel 

anxiety)

• Keep it TRUTHFUL and HELPFUL (Balanced)

Developing Balanced Thinking 
(Cognitions): C3

• Catch

• Challenge

• Change
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• Externalize anxiety/worry – Name it and call it out! 

(“the bully,” “worry monster” or “emotional mind”)

• Different states of mind (DBT)

• Draw it/Make it (monster)

• Talk/Type/Write out thoughts

(gives you some distance) 

Catch - Anxious Thinking Catch - Anxious thinking
What are you afraid is going to happen? (Use emotions as a signal)
• Give examples
• Guess
• Opposite strategy

What if 
they don’t 
like me?

What if I 
get sick?

What if 
I fail?

What if the school 
closes again?

Power of Self-Talk Challenge - Unhelpful Thinking

• Identify “thinking traps” (e.g. fortune-

telling)

• Tend to over-estimate danger and                                  

under-estimate our ability to cope                                   

Fortune-Telling Mind-Reading

Overestimating

Catastrophizing

Negative Brain 
Filter

• Look at the evidence (evaluate)

• Be a detective (clues)

Challenge – Unhelpful Thinking
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Change - Balanced Thinking
• What’s a more balanced thought that doesn’t 

include a thinking trap?

• What’s more TRUTHFUL and HELPFUL?

• Talk back to the “bully”!

• Ugh (yes)….but….

• Red thoughts versus green thoughts

• What would you say to a friend? 

Truthful &
Helpful!

• Cognitive coping cards

• Cognitive flexibility

• Test it out: Behavioural

experiments

Balanced Thinking Healthy Thinking

• Realistic expectations 

(perfectionism)

• Self-compassion (kinder 

coach)

Radical Acceptance 

Tug	–of-War	with	the	Anxiety	Monster,	From	the	Career	Psychologis t

We	often	 find	ourselves	 in	a	battle	
with	our	 thoughts,	 feelings	 and	
reality.

Radical Acceptance

Accepting reality, as it is.
It’s not approval, but it’s no longer
fighting what you cannot change. 

(pain + non-acceptance = suffering)
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Radical Acceptance – “Drop the rope” 

Tug	–of-War	with	the	Anxiety	Monster,	From	the	Career	Psychologis t

Living with Uncertainty
• Uncertainty is certain

- Acceptance helps you better cope
• Focus on what you can control

- Take appropriate safety measures,                                
establish a routine, focus on foundation, 
create moments to enjoy

• Find the opportunity or the challenge
- personal growth and resilience building

• De-catastrophize

Fear of Uncertainty
• Negative beliefs about uncertainty

-Uncertain situations will turn out badly
-“Bad” outcomes will be catastrophic
-I can’t cope or manage it

• Balanced beliefs about uncertainty
-Uncertain situations will turn out ok
-“Bad” outcomes are generally hassles not horrors
-I can cope/manage it

Intolerance of Uncertainty

Intolerant of 
Uncertainty

Make things 
certain

Build tolerance 
for uncertainty

Manifestations of 
Intolerance of Uncertainty
• Attempts to eliminate uncertainty involves over-approaching or 

avoiding

• Approach behaviours

-check, seek reassurance, research, do everything yourself

• Avoidance behaviours

-Procrastinate, only partially commit to things, avoidance 

IU Experiments/Exercises
• Learn to tolerate uncertainty
• Face uncertain situations head on
• Do the opposite of what anxiety wants 

you to do
• Test out beliefs: What actually 

happens?
-Turns out okay
-More of a hassle than a horror
-Can manage it

• Build the muscle/resilience
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Practical Strategies – Healthy Thinking
• Help students increase awareness around self-talk (catch)

-Identifying worries, use anxiety as a signal
• Introduce thinking traps and role in fueling anxiety (challenge)

-Get them to notice when they’re falling into thinking traps
• Help them challenge anxious thinking (challenge)

-Look at evidence
• Help them develop more balanced thinking (change)

-Coping statements
-Cognitive flexibility
-Balanced thoughts (what would I say to a friend?)

• Encourage them to test out beliefs re: uncertainty

Activating and Self-care: F4

• Foundation (the basics and routine)

• Friends/Family

• Fun

• Feats

Foundation – Healthy Habits Be Active - Exercise

Eat Healthy Get Enough Sleep
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Fun Things: Plan them! Family and friends: Connect*

Feats: Sense of accomplishment Activity:
• Help students come up with a new list of behavioural

activating strategies (COVID-19 friendly)

• Focus on what you can do versus what you can’t

• Experiment: Try new things

• Goal oriented - Schedule it! Not mood dependent

• Activating (Outcome: improves mood, stops you from 
feeling worse, or an investment in feeling better later)

Relaxation and Mindfulness

• Hard to “just relax”

• No magic button

• Powerful tools to “turn down”

• It’s a skill – need to practice

RELAX

Relaxation Exercises

• Calm Breathing 
(e.g., belly, box, star, colour,

bubbles, hissing. calming words)    

• Yoga/Stretching

• Meditations
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Visualizations

• Mental Vacation 

-Focus on your 5 

senses

• Confidence Boosters

Mindfulness

Paying attention to what is happening in the 
present moment without judgment

Mindfulness 
• Spend so much time worrying about the future or 

dwelling on the past (time traveling) - gets in the way of 
enjoying life

• Mindfulness – living in the present moment; this moment 
is manageable, tolerable, and survivable

• Gives you more choice around how you want to 
experience things.  Responding instead of reacting

Mindfulness Strategies

• Mindful breathing

• 3 Senses (See, Feel, Hear)
• Mindful activity (e.g., walking, 

eating)

Mindful Breathing Exercise
S – Step back

T – Take a breath

O – Observe

P – Proceed thoughtfully
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Self-soothing Strategies (5 senses) Change it Up
• “Jump the track”

• Change location:                                                                                  

-go outside, different room

• Create a calming environment:                                                               

-empty class room, low lights

• Temporary distraction:

-play a game, build something, etc.

Practical Strategies – Self-care/Chill out
• Focus on F4 (foundation, fun, friends/family, feats)

• Teach relaxation tools (e.g., calm breathing)
• Introduce mindfulness exercises (e.g., mindful breathing, walking)
• Use grounding strategies (5, 4, 3, 2, 1)

• Encourage the use of visualizations
• Help set up a self-soothing plan (5 senses)
• Help “Jump the track” – change environment

• Find temporary distractions to ride out intense emotions
• Build coping “kits”

Staying in my comfort zone feels 
so much better

Why face fears?

Facing Fears - Avoidance

Effective 
Short-term

Normal
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Facing Fears – Exposure (being brave)

Ineffective 
Long-term

Gradual 
Exposure

Gradual Exposure – Facing Fears/Being Brave
• Identify a goal with the student (e.g., attend one class)

• Come up with a list of smaller steps
Consider: where, when, with whom, and for 
how long
(e.g., stand by the front door for 20 mins.)

• Start with things that are easier

• Better to make smaller more doable goals and to build 
confidence and motivation

Facing Fears - Ladder Facing Fears

• Expect to feel anxious
• Do things despite your 

anxiety

• Take a step, regardless 
of size

• Gets easier

Past Experiences vs. True Exposures
• Predictability/controllability – choosing to do it

• Duration

• Frequency

• Thoughts

• Subtle ways of avoiding

• Acceptance of fear
• Definition of success

*Adapted from Antony & Swinson (2000). Phobic disorders and panic in adults

Comfort Zone Challenges
• Purposely doing things that 

are new or challenging

• Expands your comfort 

zone/Makes other things 

easier

• Builds resilience

• Adds to the richness of life
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Practical Strategies – Facing Fears
• Teach concept of facing fears as a key strategy to overcoming 

anxiety (gradual exposure/being brave)

• Increase motivation for change*

• Introduce steps re: gradual exposure

-Identify goal

-Make a fear ladder/Identify steps

-Start with things that are easier

• Comfort Zone Challenges

-Build muscle – resilience

Bring It All Together
• Help students develop coping plans for dealing with 

challenging situations (tests, presentations, friends, etc.)

• Coping plans:
• How are they already coping?
• What CBT strategies can they use to cope (e.g., healthy thinking, chill out 

tools)?
• What other coping strategies might help (e.g., self-soothing, exercise, 

getting a good night’s sleep, etc.)?
• What specific actions can they take (e.g., come up with a study plan, work 

on the presentation, role-play)?

Key Resources 

Anxiety In Youth/Children MAPs – My Anxiety Plans
My Anxiety Plans (MAPs) are 
anxiety management programs 
based on cognitive-behavioural 
therapy (CBT), an evidence-based 
psychological treatment. You can 
choose from two MAPs –
Children/Teens and Adults.
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• A free app for iOS & Android
• Uses scientifically proven strategies based 

on Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT)
• Helps users learn to:

• Relax and be mindful;
• Develop more balanced and effective 

ways of thinking; and to 
• Use active steps to take charge of 

anxiety.

Download MindShift® CBT App for free directly from the 
app store!

Check out our website for more information:

https://www.anxietycanada.com/mindshift-cbt

MindShift CBT 
– walk through!
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Other Resources
Foundry 

https://foundrybc.ca/

Partners for Mental Health & Addictions Information
www.heretohelp.bc.ca

KidsHealth
http://kidshealth.org (search “anxiety”)

Child Mind Institute
https://childmind.org
*See Resource Sheet – for websites, books, apps, etc.

DISCUSSION (breakout rooms or group)

• What strategies or resources have you 
found most helpful for supporting students 
struggling with anxiety?

Ways to Engage Students Ways in

• Build a relationship

• Empathize, normalize & 

validate

• Work together – what can                                              

“we” do

• Focus on current coping and supports

• Plant seeds & point towards resources

• Encourage students to try out some 

strategies (experiment)

• Use tools and walk through strategies 

with them

• Check in with students

Ways in
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Making CBT Fun
• Games (e.g., thinking trap quiz; catching thinking traps, keeping 

score with worry)
• Challenges (e.g., doing something out of your comfort zone)
• Activity sheets (e.g., linking thoughts/feelings/behaviours; 

catching and changing unhelpful thinking)
• Role plays (e.g., pretending to be the worry dragon)
• Stories and books (e.g., Wilma Jean, Harry Potter)
• Arts and crafts (e.g., make a worry dragon)
• Making coping cards and kits (e.g., self-soothing)

Motivational Interviewing (MI)
• A way of strengthen a student’s own motivation and commitment for 

change

• Focus on guiding rather than directing

• Acknowledge ambivalence around change.  It’s normal to both want 
and not want something at the same time.

• Being the “helper” we end up arguing for change, which brings out a 
person’s argument for not changing (yes…but…)

• Students more likely to decide to change based on what                          
they hear themselves say

Motivational Interviewing (MI)
• Present skills in a way that gives students autonomy and 

choice

• Embrace collaboration (take off your expert hat)

• Empathize (show a deeper understanding of their situation)

• Create space to move towards change

• Focus on increasing change talk and decreasing sustain talk

MI: Core Strategies 
OARS
• Open-ended questions (e.g. what have you tried so far?)

• Affirmations (point out strengths/past successes/future hopes)

• Reflections (take a guess at what they’re saying – but move to 

change talk; use “and”)

• Summarizing (bring it together - big picture)

Making a Plan for Change: Goal Setting
• Help students make important changes and keep anxiety in check
• Focus on aspect student thinks is important to change (values)
• Set realistic and specific goals (SMART goals) – be clear about what 

you want to do and when you want to do it
-Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, Time-bound

• Start small (1 % rule)/not all-or-nothing
• Schedule it (so it’s not mood dependent)
• Imaginal practice of plan/goal – imagine all the things that could go 

wrong and and plan for them
• Normalize problem solving (curve balls are part of the plan)
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Additional Tips 
• Use a safe person and/or place

• Allow students to leave and come back

• Avoid “spotlight effect”

• Build positive associations with school

• Special roles/responsibilities

• Get them involved – extracurricular activities

• Avoid using fear as a motivator

• Definition of “success”

-Not about not being anxious, but 

doing things despite your anxiety

-Based on behaviours not feelings

• Praise “successes” and downplay “failures”

• Experiment with accommodations

Additional Tips

Specific Strategies for Educators
• Increase understanding/awareness of anxiety issues
• Build relationships
• Give proper notice/time and some certainty
• Be flexible (e.g., give options)
• Be aware of pacing/other demands
• Encourage students to ask for help and be helpful
• Ask student what they need
• Collaborative problem-solving

Final Tip for Supporting Students

BE…

• Calm (model it) 

• Honest (be open and truthful)

• Caring (listen and be empathetic)
*Helping everyone become more “comfortable being 
uncomfortable” J

Any other ideas (ways to engage 
students; additional tips)?

Burnout
• The result of a work environment that is…

- highly stressful
- emotionally demanding

• Add in other factors:
- insufficient sleep
- lack of exercise
- unhealthy eating
- other stressors

*ALL THE INGREDIENTS for Burnout
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Warning Signs
• Exhaustion

• Lack of enthusiasm

• Lack of motivation

• Feeling ineffective

• Increased frustration

• Decreased performance/productivity

Create a de-stressing/coping plan
• Identify helpful strategies to reduce anxiety and prevent 

burnout (set goals/schedule it)
• Be “off duty” and unplug
• Engage in activities that help achieve                  FLOW 

and are restorative and energizing (FLOW)
• Take a vacation (COVID-19 style) 
• Do new things
• Be self-compassionate
• Identify supports

Ideas/Gold Nuggets? Questions?

Dr. Kristin Buhr
dr.kristin.buhr@gmail.com
www.nssac.ca

www.anxietycanada.com

*Hyperbole and A Half illustrations by Allie Brosh

Contact


